Difficult to see a doctor'' and prominent contradictions between doctors and patients in large public hospitals have become an urgent research topic in China. In this paper, we propose a multi-patient treatment mode (MTM) to improve medical efficiency and patient satisfaction. Based on the MTM, a problem named the doctor-patient combined matching problem (DPCMP) is proposed and can be described by a two-stage process: (1) The patients are grouped according to similar disease symptoms. (2) How to capture an optimal matching scheme form the grouped patients? Therefore, to solve the aforementioned problem, a mathematical model of the DPCMP is constructed, and several improved ant colony optimization algorithms are designed. Finally, certain examples verify the effectiveness and good performances of the proposed methods.
I. INTRODUCTION
Currently, having difficulty seeing a doctor is very prevalent at large public hospitals. However, the numbers of doctors in hospitals are very limited, and the amount of diagnostic clinic equipment is very limited, which does not meet the broad medical needs of patients. In large public hospitals with adequate medical resources and a relatively complete medical service system, the problem of ''difficulty seeing a doctor'' is more serious [1] - [3] . Once patients need to be treated, patients tend to prefer hospitals with high levels of service and professionalism, and most patients go to large public hospitals. The limited resources in the hospitals cannot meet the broad needs of patients for medical treatment. The phenomena of queuing and overcrowding in clinics is very serious. Over time, these phenomena have triggered an increasingly sharp contradiction between doctors and patients.
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According to the statistics of the National Health and Family Planning Commission, there were approximately 70,000 medical disputes in national medical institutions in 2013 [4] - [6] . This contradiction has exploded in a large and rapid way, which has impacted the normal medical order, causing huge losses to medical health institutions and affecting the harmony and stability of society. Although there are many contradictions between doctors and patients, in addition to the technical quality of hospitals, the medical time, medical service attitudes and information asymmetry between doctors and patients are the three main factors that cause contradictions and affect patient satisfaction [7] - [11] . Large numbers of scholars have made many efforts in recent years to alleviate the contradictions between doctors and patients and the ''difficulty seeing a doctor'' problem to improve patient satisfaction and treatment efficiency.
In terms of medical time, researchers mainly improve patient satisfaction and clinical efficiency by reducing outpatient waiting times and predicting outpatient wait- VOLUME 7, 2019 This work is licensed under a Creative Commons Attribution 4.0 License. For more information, see http://creativecommons.org/licenses/by/4.0/ ing times. Harper reduced outpatient waiting times with improved appointment scheduling by a simulation modelling approach [15] . Lian improved the clinical appointment process through schedule defragmentation, increasing patient satisfaction and clinical efficiency [12] . Yan developed a sequential appointment algorithm considering walk-in patients to determine the optimal number of patients to book and the optimal scheduling times [13] . Kamiura presented waiting-time estimations for outpatients visiting the department of ophthalmology On Waiting-time Estimation for Outpatients at Department of Ophthalmology [14] . Chen examined two appointment scheduling patterns and three late arrival policies in a sequence-number based appointment system with good experimental results [16] . Chen proposed a patient treatment time prediction algorithm to predict the waiting time for each treatment task for a patient and developed a hospital queuing-recommendation system based on the predicted waiting time [17] . Extensive experimentation and simulation results demonstrate the effectiveness of this method.
For the contradictions between doctors and patients caused by information asymmetry, the researchers mainly studied the methods and decision-making. Martin developed a simple model analysing the ''double-standard treatment'' that helps overcome inherently present information asymmetry by rendering the healthcare services provision more transparent [21] . Mccoll provided a healthcare customer value cocreation practice styles typology, and the usefulness of this method is demonstrated by showing links to the quality of life and the potential application of this method to other health care settings [23] . Barile extended the work of [23] and developed a three-step interpretative framework to support the understanding of the health service relationship [22] . Li provided prevention and control advice and built appropriate mechanisms [18] . Lu proposed certain research countermeasures [20] . For the problem of doctor and patient information asymmetry in the diagnosis and treatment of breast cancer, Liu proposed a shared decision making [19] .
We propose a multi-patient treatment mode (MTM), where patients with similar disease symptoms are treated at the same time to improve patient satisfaction and clinical efficiency, addressing the contradiction between doctors and patients and the ''difficulty seeing a doctor''. Specifically, first, the patients who come to the clinic are grouped according to the similarity of the symptoms; then, the doctor selects several appropriate groups to complete treatment on a day. The key issue to solve is how to find a solution that maximizes the overall patient satisfaction and where all patients are treated and treated only once. The above problem can be called the doctor-patient combined matching problem (DPCMP), which is essentially a more complex combined auction winner determination problem (WDP).
The WDP is a NP-hard problem, and considerable effort has been devoted to the development of various algorithms for the WDP. The related work can mainly be categorized into exact algorithms, approximation algorithms, and heuristic algorithms. The traditional precision algorithm is limited in terms of practical application due to the relatively small scale of the problem to be solved. However, when the scale of the approximate algorithm-solving problem becomes larger, the algorithm is limited in practical applications because of the accuracy of the solution or the calculation time. Therefore, in recent years, scholars have focused more attention on the accuracy and computational time of approximation algorithms. Initially, Chen proposed a genetic algorithm and an improved genetic algorithm to solve the WDP. Accordingly, to improve the accuracy of the algorithms, Wang proposed an improved particle swarm optimization algorithm [28] ; Gan proposed an improved ant colony algorithm [29] ; Li proposed an improved monkey king genetic algorithm [30] . Moreover, Wang proposed a quantum evolutionary algorithm (QEA) for freight service procurements; compared with a contrast genetic algorithm, the QEA achieved better computational performance for small and intermediate-sized problems [31] . Wang proposed a multi-objective particle swarm optimization algorithm to optimize the parameters of variational mode decomposition, and the effectiveness of this method is verified by comparison with other algorithms [24] . Wang applied an adaptive selection method to solve the shortcomings of multipoint optimal minimum entropy deconvolution adjusted and enhanced search accuracy [25] . Wang proposed a composite fault diagnosis method for gearboxes based on an improved ensemble local mean decomposition to extract feature information more efficiently [26] . Furthermore, Mourad proposed a new kind of hybrid evolutionary algorithm that combines the genetic algorithm with particle swarm optimization to solve the WDP in a multiunit double auction [32] . Other related research can be referred to [33] - [36] .
Given the DPCMP, we propose an improved ant colony optimization algorithm to improve patient satisfaction and clinic efficiency. This paper is organized as follows. In Section II, we introduce the new mode MTM proposed in this paper. Section III describes the DPCMP and the corresponding mathematical model. We establish an ant colony optimization algorithm and its improved local search operators for the DPCMP in Section IV. In Section V, we describe the efficiency of the MTM and the applicability and efficacy of the improved AC algorithm for solving the DPCMP in this paper.
II. MULTI-PATIENT TREATMENT MODE
The MTM in this paper mainly refers to the sharing of medical resources. In the MTM, the treatment is not performed in the same way as in the previous treatment. A doctor only treated one patient in the previous mode and in the new mode may serve several patients with similar disease symptoms together during a treatment process. Today, many patients usually use the online appointment method to choose doctors (registration). Specifically, the patients choose their favourite doctor on the appointment platform of the hospital based on their own disease symptoms. In the registration phase, it is not difficult for patients to mark brief disease symptoms on the platform. Based on this situation, patients with similar disease symptoms can be grouped together according to the patient information in the appointment platform. Such patients with similar disease symptoms sorted into the same group are referred to as a ''group'' in this paper. Then, such a group of patients share the same treatment process, treated by their favourite doctor.
In a group, first, the doctor questions the patients, records the health status of the patients and gives the patients the treatment plan as appropriate. This stage is called the initial treatment stage. Then, the doctor arranges to carry out medical examinations on the patients regarding the relevant medical issue; this stage is called the physical examination stage. Finally, the doctor gives the diagnosis results and suggestions according to patient's medical examination results and the patient's specific condition. This stage is called the review stage. The time spent on the medical examination issues is different in the physical examination stage, because the medical examination issues are different. For example, certain patients only have a few medical examination issues and obtain medical results soon, while certain patients have many medical examination issues, and the medical results take a certain period of time or even until the next day. Therefore, when patients who have received their medical results want to review treatment, these patients need to select a time for the review stage in the platform. The hospital determines patient groups, according to the review stage time and the disease symptoms recorded in the initial treatment stage.
Currently, there are three main serious contradictions between doctors and patients in large hospitals in China [7] , [8] . First, the contradiction caused by medical time refers to the dissatisfaction or confrontation behaviour of patients due to the length of medical treatment with a doctor [6] . After taking a long time in the registration stage and waiting for the treatment stage, the time for patients to receive medical treatment is often very short in the corresponding clinic. Many patients in large public hospitals often do not have enough time to ask about their condition and are told that the treatment is over. Second, a contradiction results from information asymmetry between doctors and patients. Patients have the high hopes and excessive medical ''service expectations'' for the quality of medical services, and patients believe that they certainly recover from their condition. However, at the same time, these patients have extremely limited medical knowledge and may misjudge the quality of medical services. The patient feels that they have been deceived, if the condition of the patient is not cured, this contradiction is easily induced [7] . Third, there is a contradiction caused by the attitudes of medical service providers and patients. In China, the number of patients attending large public hospitals far exceeds the carrying capacity of the hospitals and doctors. so the average time that doctor can assign to each patient is usually only a few minutes at most. It is difficult for doctors to clearly explain patients' conditions and their treatment plans within a few minutes; therefore, the service attitude of medical workers has been evaluated as being poor. Issues such as unsatisfactory verbal attitude, lack of effective communication with patients, and insufficient explanation of conditions can easily lead to contradictions between doctors and patients. These contradictions not only reduce the satisfaction of patients and clinic efficiency but also cause huge economic losses.
The new mode proposed in this paper has played a very important role in alleviating these three contradictions between doctors and patients. In the MTM, doctors no longer share relevant medical knowledge to patients one by one but as a group, where patients in the same group have similar disease symptoms. Compared with the previous model, the doctor can save a certain amount of time for each group in this way. The doctor could use this time to more fully answer the questions of the patients and give better suggestions. Specifically, when a doctor is treating a patient, he (she) shares certain related medical knowledge to this patient. This knowledge is helpful for other patients in the same group, because the patients in a same group have similar disease symptoms. If certain other patients have the same disease symptoms, these patients could have a very similar treatment process and treatment results, so the doctor saves a certain amount of time by avoiding repetitive work; if other patients have other different symptoms, these patients can also learn the symptoms and medical knowledge of this similar disease and prevent or slow this similar disease when these patients have the same issues. Therefore, in the multi-patient treatment mode, the doctors can have more time to ask about the patient's symptoms in detail, explain the reasons behind medical examinations and describe the disease symptom principles and related precautions, which can significantly improve patient satisfaction, help relieve the contradictions between doctors and patients, and allow patients to understand more medical knowledge. Thus, patients and their relatives can obtain certain medical common sense and can make basic rational assessments of disease symptoms, treatment processes, prices and the technical level of the doctor. This method improves the relationships between doctors and patients [7] , [8] .
The MTM is not suitable for all diseases, such as infectious diseases that cause cross-infection and emergencies that urgently need to be addressed by doctors. Therefore, the following assumptions are made for the applicability of the MTM:
1) The disease is relatively stable (not an emergency);
2) The disease is not cross-infectious;
3) The experience and knowledge sharing between doctors and patients greatly affects the prevention and treatment of the disease.
The new mode best applies to diseases that satisfy the three characteristics above.
III. THE MATHEMATICAL MODEL OF DPCMP IN MTM
When patients are treated in a hospital, these patients choose whether they would like to be treated in the new mode. If these patients do not want to be treated in the new mode, they choose the single mode. The single treatment mode is a special case of the new model, that is, each group in the MTM contains only one patient. If patients choose the MTM, the first question we consider is how to group patients with similar disease symptoms into a group from a large number of patients. At present, the clinic appointment system of large public hospitals in China is relatively flawless, so it is not difficult for patients to be assigned to one or several groups according to the patients' disease symptoms, registration time, etc. in a more complete reservation system in future [27] . Thus, we assumed that all the patient groups are known in this paper. Patients have multiple choices depending on the patient disease symptoms, registration time and other information (choices of which treatment mode, which department, and which doctor, etc.), so a large number of different groups is generated. Which groups should be chosen from all the groups to ensure that all the patients are be served, no patients are repeatedly served and the overall patient satisfaction is maximized is the main problem that is solved in this paper, called the DPCMP.
Based on DPCMP in this paper, we built its mathematical model as follows:
The goal function (1) of this problem is to maximize patients' satisfaction. For convenience of description, we set P i ∈ P = {P 1 , P 2 , . . . , P n }, i ∈ I be the i-th patient;
denotes the satisfaction of group S j , and it is the function of the waiting time t j , registration fee c j and group's disturbance factor δ j , where ω 1 , ω 2 and ω 3 are weight factors, the group's disturbance factor δ j is related to group S j , ie δ j is affected by the grouping results of the patients. If the patients' disease symptoms in group S j is more similar, the value of δ j is greater. In 2016, Chen have predicted the treatment time for each patient in the current queue of each task in [17] ; and in 2018, Chen proposed a Disease Diagnosis and Treatment Recommendation System, it could effectively identify disease symptoms more accurately, and get a effective disease-symptom clustering in [27] . So, patients waiting time t j and group's disturbance factor δ j is not difficult to get. The decision variables x j and y i j in DPCMP are: 
where, x j = 1 shows group S s was selected to be treated by doctor, and y ij = 1 denotes patient P i is in group S j . Constraints (2) indicate that every patient will be treated at most once. Constraints (3) ensure each selected group will be treated at most once. Condition (4) ensures that all patients who made an appointment will be served. Next, we combine an example in the literature [42] to illustrate the working process of the mathematical model of the DPCMP. The input of the DPCMP contains all the patient groups and the satisfaction of each group. As shown in Table 1 , 10 patients are indicated by the letters 'A-J'; the elements in the 'group' column indicate the group and the patients in the group; the elements in the 'satisfaction' column represent the satisfaction of the corresponding group. For example, when x 2 = 1, patient group S 2 is selected, and patients 'F', 'H' and 'I' are treated by the doctor. This 2-th group's patient satisfaction is 2309.00.
The best solution for the DPCMP is a series of groups where all patients in the groups are served, no patients are repeatedly served and the highest patient satisfaction is reached. The best solution for the example in Table1 is S 9 , S 10 , S 15 , S 18 , S 29 with patient satisfaction 6216.83, shown in Table 2 . The complexity of the DPCMP in this paper can be easily illustrated by the example in Table 1 . There are 10 patients and 30 groups in Table 1 . If you do not take any shortcuts, the number of calculations in the worst case for solving this problem is (30 − 1) · 29 · 28 · · · 2 · 1, i.e. (n−1)!. As n becomes larger, the computational complexity of such problems tends to infinity. Obviously, this DPCMP is an NP hard problem. Considering that traditional mathematical programming methods cannot solve large sized NP-hard problems very well, an ant colony optimization algorithm is designed and developed for the DPCMP in the next section.
IV. ANT COLONY OPTIMIZATION ALGORITHMS
The ant colony optimization (ACO) algorithm is a new kind of simulated evolutionary algorithm proposed by Italian scholar Dorigo in the 1990s. ACO is an intelligence-optimized algorithm inspired by the food-seeking behavior of ants based on the shortest route of pheromones. When ants are looking for food sources, the ant colony shows intelligent behaviour by cooperating by exchanging pheromones. The pheromone concentration indicates the distance of the path, and the higher the pheromone concentration is, the shorter the corresponding path is. In general, the ants preferentially select the path with higher pheromone concentration and release a certain amount of pheromone to enhance the pheromone concentration on the path, and at the same time, the concentration of the pheromone gradually weakens with time. Ultimately, the ants can find the best path from the nest to the food source in this way.
This section designs the ACO algorithm and its several improved algorithms for the DPCMP in the new mode. The feasible solution of the DPCMP is certain groups, where all the patients in the groups must be served and no patients are repeatedly served. The difficulty of the algorithm design is how to deal with the above constraints. The arrangement of this section is as follows: First, we introduce the construction of feasible solutions by ACO algorithm, including creating an undirected graph in section IV-A and a route construction in section IV-B. Then, section IV-C introduces several ACO local search operators to improve the quality of the solutions.
A. CONSTRUCT UNDIRECTED GRAPH
Construct the undirected graph G V = {V , L}, where, the vertex set V ∈ G V denotes the groups set S = {S 1 , S 2 , . . . , S N }, and the element of L is the side of any two points in S [43]- [45] . In this paper, the undirected graph G V = {V , L} of DPCMP satisfies the assumptions: if there is no intersection between two groups, there is an side between the two groups. For simplicity, the adjacency matrix A of the undirected graph G is introduced:
1 there is an side between S i and S j 0 others
For example in Table 3 , there are 5 patients and 6 patient groups,
The corresponding adjacency matrix A for the instance in Table 3 is:
The feasible solution of DPCMP is represented as the line of some points in undirected graph G V = {V , L}. Specifically, the construct of feasible solutions in DPCMP will be introduced as followed.
For the DPCMP in this paper, each feasible solution can be represented by a finite length sequence S u , S v , . . . , S w , where u, v, . . . , w is its label sequence, and each feasible solution S u , S v , . . . , S w should meet the following conditions:
1) For ∀p ∈ u, v, . . . , w , S p ⊆ P; 2) For ∀p, q ∈ u, v, . . . , w , p = q, S p S q = ∅;
3) p∈ u,v,...,w S p = P. Clearly, the elements in the feasible solution S u , S v , . . . , S w form a complete graph in G V = {V , L}.
For the NP-hard problem DPCMP in this paper, we use the ACO algorithm to find the near optimal solutions. In the ACO algorithm, the travel from one group location to another group location to construct suitable routes is used to find feasible solutions. Each ant performs four basic activities during a route building process:
1) The ant chooses the next group based on a probability function of two attraction measures. 2) The ant updates the tabu list and keeps a history of the groups visited during the current route. 3) The ant updates 'allowed', the set of allowed groups selected in the next step. 4) The ant updates the trail intensities of the arcs visited.
Then, local search procedures are applied to enhance the solution quality. The AC algorithm is described below in detail, and the Algorithm 1 describes the process of the AC algorithm for DPCMP. First, we need to initialize the trail intensities at the beginning of the algorithm. The initial trail intensities do not affect how the algorithm proceeds because the same amounts of pheromone are deposited to all the edges at the beginning. Let τ = {τ 1 , τ 2 , . . . , τ N } be the set of pheromones for all the vertices in G V = {V , L}, and any ant can start any path with the initial probability τ 0 = {1, 1, . . . , 1}. For any ant, the parameter symbols used in this paper are shown in Table 4 .
In this paper, we use m ants to construct the solutions. Each ant generates a complete route. Every ant starts its route with a random group (each ant starts the route from a different group). After selecting the first group, the next group should Local Search 5: else if 'allowed' is empty then 6: return the step 1 7: else 8: choose the next 'group' and update local pheromone 9: return the step 3 10: end if 11: Update global pheromone 12: if iter< iter Max then 13: Terminate(report best solution) 14: else 15: iter = iter + 1 and return the step 1 16 : end if be selected in 'allowed', the list of all allowed groups that have not been assigned by the current loop. At the same time, we must verify the criteria: whether all patients are assigned. If all the patients are already arranged, then a feasible solution is obtained; otherwise, continue to select the next group j.
where J k (i) is the set of available groups need to be visited after the k-th ant visiting group i; τ l is the value of the pheromone trail on group l; η l ∈ η = {η 1 , η 2 , . . . , η N } is the inspired value of group l,
and q 0 is a parameter, 0 ≤ q ≤ 1. J is a group selected according to the following probability function:
The next group will be chosen by (10) , depending on the value of the parameter q 0 . If the randomly drawn number q is lower than the parameter q 0 , then the choice is greedy and the ant selects the node to which an group leads with the maximum product of pheromone trail [τ l ] α and heuristic value [η l ] β . Otherwise q ≥ q 0 and the choice is random with the probability distribution given by ' (11) '. According to [51] , usually, a value of q 0 close to 1 (often 0.9 and above) leads to good quality results in a shorter period of time as compared to the ACO algorithm in [49] .
Each ant, after making a move from group i to j, applies a local pheromone update rule (Ant-Q system model) to update the values of the pheromone trails on the traversed edges (i, j)
where ρ is the parameter regulating evaporation of pheromone over time and the pheromone increment is
We should be noted that if all the patients have not been selected and 'allowed' has been empty, then this ant would have to start his path again. The global pheromone update is very important for the algorithm searching a better solution and it will perform after every ant have completed construction of their solutions. The global update rule confines on the best solution found so farS, that is, for each (u, v) ∈S, the pheromone changes according to the formula:
The global pheromone update rule for all edges is:
where, the pheromone increment τ (u, v) = 1 b j . According to [47] , ρ is defined as trail persistence 0 ≤ ρ ≤ 1,the term (1 − ρ) is interpreted as trail evaporation. The significance of global pheromone update is that it could ensure the best solution have higher probabilities of being selected in next iterations.
Algorithm 2 demonstrates the computing complexity of the ACO algorithm in this paper. It is not difficult to find that the two most important loops affecting computing complexity are the two 'for' loops located on rows 4 and 8, respectively. Since 'j − i' and 'length(allowed)' always do not exceed 'n − 1', the computing complexity of the ACO algorithm can be calculated as m × (1 + 2 + · · · + n − 1), that is O(mn 2 ), where m is the number of ants in ACO and n is the number of patient groups.
C. LOCAL SEARCH PROCEDURES
It is well known that certain better solutions could be quickly found by the ant colony algorithm; however, the precision and convergence effects of the solutions are not very good. for j = 2 : n do 3: update tabu. 4: for k = 2 : j − 1 do 5: update A. 6 : end for 7: update 'allowed'. 8: for s = 1 : length(allowed) do 9: update the probability of selecting next 'group'. 10: end for 11: end for 12: end for Thus, in this paper, we added certain local search (LS) operators to improve these deficiencies. The ACO algorithm is responsible for finding a candidate solution, while the aim of the LS operators are to improve the solution by performing small changes leading to a neighboring solution of better quality. In this subsection, we start with a description of certain LS heuristic operators for the ACO and later propose an improved version that incorporates LS operators.
After m ants create routes, the LS procedure is started. For the problem in this paper, we construct four local search operators, 2-OPT, 3-exchange, Random-restructure, and Thirdrestructure, to improve the quality of the solution. Fig.1 shows the operation process of the ''Local Search'' stage, and the descriptions of the LS operators are as follows.
2-OPT
This scheme was proposed by [48] to solve the traveling salesman problem (TSP). Each trip is considered a TSP, so the trip can be modified to reduce the distance traveled without violating the constraints. The 2-OPT local search in [48] can be described as follows. The solution is broken in two places, forming three sections. The sequence of the middle section is inverted. The solution is reconstructed by connecting the three sections, and the value of the objective function of the new trip is calculated. The operator 2-OPT in [48] does not work for the DPCMP, because no matter how the order of the sequence is reversed, the values of the objective function are the same. Thus, the new 2-OPT in this paper can be changed as follows: after running the 2-OPT in [48] , the third section of the broken solution need to be regenerated.
3-exchange Dorigo [37] proposed an efficient LS heuristic for the SOP called the SOP-3-exchange. The SOP-3-exchange belongs to the family of edge-exchange procedures, in which a new solution is generated by replacing k existing edges with another set of k-edge. This process requires the worst-case scenario, O(n k ) time [51] . However, the problem in this article does not take into account the changes of the edges but rather the exchanges of points. The 3-exchange LS heuristic in this paper generates a new solution by exchanging random three groups. These three random points break the sequence into 4 parts, and we select one part, where the longer one in first and the fourth part, to reconstruct.
Suppose the sequence S 1 , S 2 , · · · , S 6 is the best solution; Fig.2 shows how a new solution is generated by applying the 3-exchange. Groups S 2 ,S 3 and S 5 are selected randomly, and the new solution will be regenerated based on the new sequence; the new sequence is the second or third sequence shown in Fig.2 .
Random-restructure
The Random-restructure operator can be described as follows. Randomly selecting an element in the solution sequence, the solution sequence is divided into two parts at the element; the first part of the sequence does not change, and the second part of the sequence needs to be regenerated.
Third-restructure Similar to Random-restructure operator, for the Thirdrestructure operator, first, three groups are randomly selected in the solution sequence. Then, we use the three selected groups as the target point, and the target point divides the sequence into two parts. The first part of the sequence does not change, and the second part of the sequence needs to be regenerated.
V. COMPUTATIONAL RESULTS
The combined auction problem in [38] is to sell combinations of goods in a way that maximizes the total price of the goods [37] , [39] , [40] , [46] . The DPCMP in this paper is that selecting certain groups from all the groups to ensure that all the patients must be served, no patients are repeatedly served and the overall patient satisfaction is maximized. The DPCMP belongs to the WDP, and the type of data in the combined auction WDP is the same as that of the DPCMP. We use the data in [38] , for the actual clinical data for the new treatment mode of DPCMP is not yet available.
In this section, five data examples from [38] are used to illustrate the high efficiency of the ACO algorithms proposed in this paper in solving the DPCMP. Five versions of ACO algorithms were programmed in standard MATLAB.2014. All the tests were performed on a laptop with a 2.20 GHz Intel Core i5 processor. Two main works are introduced in this section. The first work is the performance of the MTM; the second work is the verification of the effectiveness and performance of several improved ACO algorithms in this paper.
A. PERFORMANCE OF MTM
One difficult problem that is currently faced is how to define the times required for different patient groups to be treated for testing the specific performance of the MTM. In the new mode, a doctor can save a certain amount of time by avoiding much repetitive work in a patient group. If only one patient is in a group, the time required for the MTM is not much shorter than the time required for the previous mode. That is, the new mode is not always better than the classic mode, such as in the worst case where every group contains only one patient. This worst case, where the only patient's disease symptoms are very different from those of different groups, is obviously rare in the MTM.
This section mainly analyses the efficiency of patients being treated under the MTM; we set the following assumptions:
1) Patient groups are known.
2) The time spent in the previous mode is set as a unit time and is set as x unit time in the MTM. Let n be the number of patients, and n be the number of groups selected to be treated. We define the improved efficiency in the MTM as Q.
Property: In this paper, the improved efficiency Q ≥ 0, Q = 0 if and only if all patients choose the classical treatment mode. Proof: Clearly, 0 < n n ≤ 1 and x ≥ 1. Referring to n n · x, objectively speaking, it is impossible to have n n · x > 1. After applying the new treatment mode, doctors reduce the amount of repetitive work in each group, except that one group contains only one patient. Therefore, for each group, the treatment time is not greater than the sum of the individual treatment times for each patient in the group. For example, selecting group S 1 , where S 1 = P 1 , P 2 , P 6 , the treatment time satisfies:
Therefore, the upper bound of n n · x is 1, if and only if all the patients choose the previous treatment mode.
B. ANT COLONY ALGORITHMS PERFORMANCE
A series of computational experiments were conducted to evaluate the performance of the proposed algorithms. On the one hand, we focused on the efficiency of the basic ACO algorithm used alone, on the other hand, the focus was placed on the efficiency of the basic ACO algorithm coupled with the LS operators. In this subsection, we use the 5 data examples in [38] to solve the DPCMP and verify the high efficiency of ACO algorithms proposed in this paper. The different example represents the different size of patients and groups, and the details about this 5 example are shown in Table 5 .
For description conveniently, we give the represented symbols of the ACO algorithm and its 4 improved versions proposed in this paper, shown in Table 6 . Where the 'ACO' stands for the ACO algorithm does not combine any local search operators, and the 'LS 1 ' represents the ACO algorithm combine with the random-restructure heuristic operator.
Through a large number of experimental comparison, we have set the parameter combinations for the 5 examples under different ACO algorithms, as shown in Table 7 .
According to the parameter settings in Table 7 , we completed the experiments for the five examples, with iteration is 200. The experimental results in Tables 8 and Fig.3 were obtained in random experiments. The running times in Table 8 and the average satisfaction in Fig.3 will vary slightly in different experiments, but this change is very small. Table 8 shows the 5 examples' running times and satisfactions of ACO algorithms under iteration 200 times. Clearly, the algorithms proposed in this paper can find the best solutions with a short time, and running times increases as the size of the problem increases. The running time of 5 ACO algorithms is similar in the same example, and the difference is not very large. According to the running time results of Example2 and Example3, we can find that the experimental results are affected by the data structure of the example. Fig 3 show the changes in average satisfaction of different ACO algorithms for 5 examples. The 'Optimal value' is the change in the best satisfaction, generated by 'ACO'. The marks of the satisfaction mean curve for different algorithms are given, at the top right of the subgraph. It can be seen from sub- figure 3(a) , all algorithms get the best solution in a very short time, and which shows that the algorithms are very effective to solve DPCMP in this paper. In subfigure 3(b)-3(e), there is some gap between the ACO and the 4 improved versions about the satisfaction mean curve, particularly as the data size of the example is larger. Overall, 4 improved algorithms perform significantly better than the ACO algorithm, and the performance and efficiency of ACO algorithms are enhanced by combining with the local search operators in Table 6 . The above experiments show that the ACO algorithms proposed in this paper can solve the DPCMP quickly and very effectively, and the heuristic operators in this VOLUME 7, 2019 paper could enhance the performances and efficiency of the ACO algorithm.
VI. CONCLUSION
Aiming at the current situation of ''difficulty seeing a doctor'' and the prominent contradictions between doctors and patients in the large public hospitals in China, we propose the MTM for the DPCMP in this paper. Through the combination and matching of patients, several patients with similar disease symptoms are treated by one doctor at the same time. This new mode can increase patients' treatment times and medical knowledge of this disease and fundamentally alleviate the contradictions triggered by information asymmetry, medical time and service attitude between doctors and patients. We construct the mathematical model of the DPCMP and give the relevant solving algorithms: a basic ACO algorithm and four improved versions for the DPCMP in the new treatment mode in this paper. The experiments show that the ACO algorithms proposed in this paper can solve the DPCMP quickly and very effectively, and the heuristic operators in this paper could enhance the performances and efficiency of the ACO algorithm. It is important to highlight that no system can replace the diagnosis of a doctor in the system of health, at least so far with the preliminary work presented in this area. The approach of this paper is a support tool for the diagnosis of conditions to become more efficient the diagnostic process of doctors and not as a substitute for doctors' diagnosis.
The ongoing and future work of the authors is aims at the following points. We will analyze the effectiveness of the MTM and algorithms based on a specific hospital clinic and actual clinic data. Targeting more effective treatment modes and optimization algorithms, we will conduct more experimental analysis based on real data. JING YU received the bachelor's degree in statistics from Qufu Normal University, Qufu, China, in 2013, and the master's degree in mathematics from the Changsha University of Science and Technology, Changsha, China, in 2016. She is currently pursuing the Ph.D. degree in management science and engineering with the College of Systems Engineering, National University of Defense Technology, Changsha, carrying out research in intelligent optimization methods and scheduling of resources. 
